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Union holds high hopes after strike
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Do students know what
they’re picketing for?
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METRO
than 10 percent of classes based on factors other than seniority.
With the seniority-based system
P-Fac is pushing to keep, if George
Clooney wanted to teach an acting class
at Columbia part-time, he wouldn’t be
able to be assigned a class because he
has not put years in at the school, so that
class would instead go to the adjunct
who may have been teaching the same
lesson since 1980.
Not to mention, the contract P-Fac
was offered would raise adjunct pay 2
percent, which sort of undermines the
lack-of-proper-pay argument P-Fac has
levied and strikers were chanting about.
Though P-Fac wants and definitely
needs student support to make the
OurColumbia coalition—formed to protest issues at the college, as reported Nov.
12 by The Chronicle—more legitimate, it
needs to be clear exactly what issues students are throwing their weight behind
and what effect they are trying to have.
There are problems with this strike
and the agenda it is promoting beyond
the uneducated student involvement.
While it was stated in a Nov. 22 P-Fac
press release that 86.2 percent of voters
cast ballots in favor of the strike, it is
unclear what percentage of P-Fac members actually voted or how many members are in the union in the first place.
Also, the strike was planned for
two six-hour periods on a Wednesday
and Thursday, meaning adjuncts
who teach on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays or after 3:30
p.m. were not affected by the loss of
pay for leaving classes untaught.
P-Fac needs to stop taking advantage of students’ anger and fear and
make them aware of what is really
going on and what their voices are
being used for.
zeitel@columbiachronicle.com

hough I support the right to lawfully and peacefully protest what
groups believe are injustices, as
a student, I cannot place my full support
behind the Nov. 29–30 part-time faculty
union walk-out and strike.
During my time at Columbia, I have
had many classes taught by adjunct
professors and have had great experiences with and respect for them.
But this strike—and by extension, the
OurColumbia coalition—has been somewhat misleading to students, which is
the group I feel the most responsibility
toward in my column.
Signs at the strike read, “Keep my
classes petite,” “We don’t need a student
center, we need the education we came
for,” “Tuition freeze, budget transparency,” “Where do tuition $ go?” “Save
the value of our degree” and “I love
Columbia, if only it loved me as much
#KeepMe.”
These are issues I’ve brought up in previous Editor’s Notes, and they are legitimate but are not the issues the strike was
organized to push. The strike was voted
on because P-Fac was not satisfied with
the new labor contract offered by college
administration and claimed it bargained
in bad faith. This strike was spurred less
by the systemic issues at Columbia that
have been around for years than it was
by the current contractual demands of
the union, whose previous contract that
prohibited striking expired in August.
Students are being asked to miss
classes and support a union strike they
don’t know anything about. Any claims
made that this strike will have any effect
on the construction of the student center
or class sizes are misleading and dishonest. Students are protesting a contract
proposal they have not read and a process they do not understand.
As reported on Page 20, P-Fac is
making alarmist claims that the college
is attempting to do away with seniority
for all current adjunct professors and
not assign classes to professors who
have been at the college for decades. The
college contends this is an exaggerated
framing of the offered contract that
would allow the college to assign less
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Hoover said he and his friends who faced an attack have to adjust to the trauma and recover.

“I try and stay as aware as possible, so I’m
not too concerned about it; I always know if
something happens, I can try and get help
quickly,” Stanford said. “Honestly, the only
thing you can do is just stay more aware
of your surroundings.”
Sodini said although Campus security does not have legal jurisdiction
in places like Grant Park, the office
still considers it a priority to ensure
students’ safety in those areas.
“We still are taking an active role
to say this is happening,” Sodini said.
“Our security officers and team are
striving for protecting, securing and
keeping our campus safe.”

» FILE PHOTO

WHILE TAKING A nightly walk in Grant Park
Nov. 12, sophomore theatre and fashion
studies double major, Nikolas Hoover and
his two friends were robbed.
Hoover does not know how many perpetrators were in the group, but the individual who robbed him did not use force or
weapons, he said. His empty backpack was
his only stolen item, while all of Hoover’s
friends’ belongings, including phones and
wallets, were taken as the two of them were
threatened with weapons.
After the attack, Hoover’s group immediately called the police and were taken to the
station to identify a woman the department
had taken into custody.
Altogether, five attacks in Grant Park
have been reported to the Chicago Police
Department, according to Chicago Tribune
reports. Other robbery incidents on Nov. 9,
20 and 22 in the vicinity of Grant Park and

South Michigan Avenue involved victims
being physically struck and then robbed
shortly after.
Because of the robberies, Ronald Sodini,
associate vice president of Campus Safety
and Security, said campus security has
increased patrol officers along South
Michigan Avenue but declined to disclose
how many officers had been added.
“We would never reveal our specifics, but
we have increased our capabilities and
resources out there to address this issue,”
Sodini said.
Sodini said the office has been working
closely with CPD, which is how the college
is alerted of incidents even if students do
not report them to campus security.
“There’s a continuous flow of information
back and forth. [CPD] in the First District
has a strong commitment to the safety of
our campus,” Sodini said.
In a Dec. 1 email to The Chronicle, Sodini
said a total of six arrests have been made
in connection to the recent robberies as a

odeloian@columbiachronicle.com

» OLIVIA DELOIAN
CAMPUS REPORTER

result of follow-up investigative work by
the assigned detectives.
According to a Nov. 24 report by the
Tribune, 18-year-old Erick R. Johnson
was arrested and charged with robbing
two Columbia students Nov. 22 at a Grant
Park skate park.
“It’s important that we work well together,
complement each other’s efforts and share
information about what’s happening in the
area,” he said.
According to a Nov. 28 email from CPD
Office of Communications, the department
is unable to comment at this time due to
overwhelming interview requests.
Hoover said he only reported the attack
to the police but was impressed with the
college’s efforts after it found out about
the incident.
“[Columbia] made sure we didn’t need
any more resources,” Hoover said. “They
did everything we need, [and] now we just
have to recover and recoup.”
Lauren Stanford, freshman cinema and
television arts major, said overall, the incidents have not made her feel any less safe
being on campus during class time.

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

Campus security on guard after
Grant Park attacks

Nikolas Hoover, sophomore theatre and fashion studies double major, said he is impressed with the way Columbia has dealt with the Grant Park attacks, even though he did not report it to campus security.
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» TESSA BRUBAKER & MOLLY WALSH
CAMPUS REPORTERS
A LARGE NUMBER of students
missed class time during a twoday strike held Nov. 29–30 by the
college’s part-time faculty union,
as reported on the Front Page.
Senior theatre major Genesis
Castillo said she supports P-Fac
but wishes the strike had been
scheduled at another date, not
right before finals.
Final presentations were scheduled for her “Accents and Dialects”
class the week of the strike,
Castillo said, but because her class
ended an hour early for the strike,
some presentations were pushed
to the following week. Because of
the delay, students were not offered
the amount of time the professor
originally offered for presentations
before exams, she added.

“It would have been cool if they
could have just waited until [after]
the end of the semester so we could
finish classes,” Castillo said.
Maria Argyrou, junior American
Sign Language-English interpretation major, said her “Introduction
to Career Opportunities with
the Deaf Community” class was
scheduled from 9 a.m. to 11:50 a.m.,
but because of the strike, the class
ended at 9:30 a.m.
Argyrou said she did not have
another class until 5 p.m., so she
had to sit around and wait until
her next class started, which she
said was an inconvenience as
a commuter. Besides having to
wait longer than usual between
classes, she said she was disappointed the professor in her 9 a.m.
class did not cover the scheduled
topics due to the shortened period.
That day, Argyrou was supposed

The part-time faculty union strike on Nov. 29–30 caused some classes to be
canceled or shortened, which impacted students.

One teacher took the time to discuss the importance of the strike
in an “Introduction to Marketing”
class, so the students were able to
understand what was happening
on campus, said Karen Ortega, a
junior fashion studies and business
and entrepreneurship double major.
Ortega said she does not believe the
strike will have a negative impact
on her finals and also enjoyed how
her professor discussed why they

thought it was important to have
the strike.
“If you want to change, you
have to make an action, make
a proposal. The strike [was
P-Fac] just walking around,”
Ortega said. “If I were to do it
and were really upset about the
student center, I would write
a letter, have petitions or do
something that is an action,
not just protesting.”

chronicle@colum.edu

Students impacted
by P-Fac strike

to learn about social work in the
Deaf community.
“For that class specifically, I was
disappointed because what we
were planning on discussing that
day, we didn’t end up discussing
at all,” Argyrou said. “That was
something I was looking forward
to talking about.”
Ayobami Akinlade, a senior
audio arts and acoustics major,
said he did not know anything
about the strike until one of his
professors sent an email to the
class a week before.
“Now that I realize there are
issues going on with teachers, I’m
concerned as to whether they’re
being treated correctly [and] how
I can get involved,” Akinlade said.
Despite her history class being
canceled for the strike, Joyce Guo,
a sophomore English and creative
writing major, said she does not
think it will affect student performance on final exams.
“I’m glad that people are finally
able to physically rally together
and show [the administration] we
have our voices [and] our voices
matter,” Guo said.

» MACKENZIE CROSSON/CHRONICLE
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The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

M u s i c

D e p a r t m e n t

E v e n t s

Monday December 4
Jazz Pop Choir in Concert at the Conaway
CCC Gospel Choir and Gospel Rep. Ensemble
at the Conaway Center
Tuesday December 5
Songwriting 1A Recital
Gospel Ensemble: Showcase in Concert

12:00 pm
7:00 pm

12:00 pm
7:00 pm

SUBJECT TO LYFT’S TERMS OF SERVICE. TERMS APPLY.

Wednesday December 6
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series at the Conaway Center 12:00 pm
Breakaway: A Capella Ensemble in Concert
12:00 pm
Hip Hop Ensemble in Concert
7:00 pm
New Music Ensemble in Concert at the Sherwood
7:00 pm

GET $5 OFF YOUR FIRST THREE RIDES CCCHRONICLE
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Thursday December 7
Songwriting 1B Recital
Jazz Combo Fest

12:00 pm
4:00 pm

Saturday December 8
Styles and Methods for the Contemporary Singer Concert
ChicagoVox in Concert
Student Piano & String Recital #8 at the Sherwood

1:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Saturday December 9
Advanced Studio Performance

1:00 pm

campus
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Tax forms released:

KWANG-WU KIM’S
COMPENSATION
COULD:

» ARIANA PORTALATIN & CONNOR CARYNSKI
MANAGING EDITOR & CAMPUS EDITOR

A

s tuition rises and enrollment drops,
recently released tax forms also indicate a decrease in revenue, college
spending, gifts and contributions, as well
as an increase in college assets and administrative compensation.

The 990 tax forms, an annual
Internal Revenue Service document
completed by nonprofit organizations and institutions, are released
to the public 18 months after they are
filed. The forms released earlier this
summer contain information from
the 2015–2016 fiscal year.

Contributions and grants:

gifts and contributions, which include donations and
grants, dropped by about 52 percent in
the 2015–2016 fiscal year—$6,838,090—
from the 2014–2015 fiscal year—
$14,149,450. However, the FY14 gifts and
contributions nearly doubled the
$7,933,050 the college received in
the FY13.
Senior Vice President of Business Affairs
and CFO Jerry Tarrer said the drop could
in part be attributed to the expiration of
the Independent Colleges Capital Program
grant, a state-funded award given to colleges
to improve buildings and physical space.
The last installment of the $15,071,368
THE COLLEGE’S TOTAL

Contributions
and grants:

chronicle@colum.edu

Enrollment down, Kim’s bonus doubles

grant was given to the college in FY14
and accounted for $6,258,509 of the
gifts and contributions, according to the
Comptroller Office.
“I would think of these [grants] as sort of
anomalies,” Tarrer said. “This was a grant
we were able to benefit [from] because the
state offered it, but it is not something that
is continuous, and it is sort of a blip on
the radar.”
Tarrer said the drop can also be attributed
to rotating vice president of Development
and Alumni Relations positions during
the time covered by the 990 form. The
position sat empty between May 2016
and March 2017 after John Stern left

FY14:

$14,149,450

the position, as reported March 27 by
The Chronicle.
Tarrer added that judging from conversations with current VP of Alumni Relations
and Development Shawn Wax, Tarrer anticipates the amount of gifts and contributions
will rise in future years.
David Bea, principal and manager at Bea
and Vanderberk Law Office, said it is common for nonprofits to see a high turnover of
development positions.
“It’s like a sales job without the upside; you
don’t get the commissions,” Bea said. “It’s a
tough job, it really is, and finding a good person
is very difficult for a nonprofit, so a lot of them
do experience turnover.”

FY15:

$6,838,090

» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE

Total revenue and expenses:
TOTAL COLLEGE REVENUE fell slightly by more
than 3 percent—a $7,944,855 difference—
compared to FY14, $258,810,940, with
FY15 at $250,866,085.
Tarrer said revenue has dropped because
it is based on enrollment, which—as is the
case at many other higher education institutions—has fallen in recent years.
“Anytime there is any fluctuation or volatility in enrollment—in this case a downward
trend—we have to adjust expenses accordingly,” Tarrer said.
The college spent $12,495,450 less
in FY15 than in FY14, but revenue-less

expenses, or net income, tota led
$10,258,018 in FY15, nearly double from
the $5,707,423 revenue-less expenses
in FY14.
The decrease in expenses can indicate
department consolidations, retirement
incentives or layoffs, Bea said.
Columbia saw a drop in its number of
employees during the 2015 calendar year,
reporting 4,096 employees compared with
4,667 reported the year prior.
“It looks like [the administration is]
managing the problem,” Bea said. “All of
the schools I’m aware of and the ones that

are my clients are having similar kinds of
problems where they are having to do layoffs and manage things as they go down.”
For FY15, Columbia closed with an
additional $20,266,243 in assets as well
as a $13,959,311 increase in liabilities,
or debt, which means the college gained
$6,306,932 in net assets throughout
the year.
Tarrer said the college can gain net
assets even though revenues are down
because the college invests money in the
bond or stock market, which can grow if
those markets do well.

Net assets:
FY14:

$290,058,151

FY15:

$296,365083

Total revenue Total expenses
in FY15:
in FY15:
» INFORMATION COURTESY 990 TAX FORM
» AMELIA DETWILER/CHRONICLE
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$250,866,085

$240,608,067
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Administration Compensation:

Endowment:
ALTHOUGH THE COLLEGE reported a drop
in its endowment, which represents
Columbia’s savings, during FY14, which
had continuously grown since FY08,
the endowment reported for the end of
FY15 shows about a $10 million increase.
The college left FY13 with a nearly $141
million endowment, which dropped to
approximately $132 million for the end of
FY14 because of investment losses and
college spending, as reported Oct. 10,
2016, by The Chronicle. The end of FY15
left the college with a nearly $142 million
total endowment.
Although the forms record the endowment funds by fiscal year, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees Bill Wolf said the college
follows endowment by the calendar year.
“The 990 is not a good constructive tool
to use to look at how the endowment’s
performed,” Wolf said. “When you think
about the performance of investment
securities and investment funds, it’s really
measured at Dec. 31 typically. The 990 is

really focused more on things like the revenue we take in from tuition and all against
the expenses. That’s less instructive as it
relates to endowment and the returns that
are generated there.”
According to the most current form,
95.26 percent of the endowment funds were
board-designated, which means the college’s Board of Trustees decided the funds
would be put toward the endowment fund,
according to Bea. Permanent endowments,
for which the donor decides funds should
be used specifically for endowment, were
3.51 percent of the total endowment. Only
1.23 percent of the college’s endowment was
defined as temporarily restricted, meaning
it is to be maintained for a specified amount
of time.
FY14 included board approval of more
than $6 million of endowment funds to
be used toward operational expenses,
approximately double the amount it withdrew during FY13, the first time the college adopted this practice. The use of these
funds toward operational expenses was not
directly related to the college’s declining

SALARIES, COMPENSATIONS AND

benefit
expenses also fell $14,912,443 between
FY14 and FY15.
Some of the highest compensated employees at the college include President and CEO
Kwang-Wu Kim, $404,280 base salary and
$633,434 in total compensation; former
Vice President of Business Affairs and CFO
Michelle Gates—who left the college during
the Spring 2016 Semester—$245,524 base
salary and $257,669 in total compensation;
Vice President of Legal Affairs and General
Counsel Patricia Bergeson, $213,416 base
salary and $250,640 in total compensation;
and Senior Associate Provost Suzanne Blum
Malley, $195,450 base salary and $239,559 in
total compensation.
Tarrer said if there are concerns regarding
administrative compensations, which are primarily based on market comparisons, people
should look to what other administrators are
paid at similar institutions.
The only adminstrative postion with compensation decided in a fixed contract is the
president, Tarrer added.
“Any compensation [Kim] got outside
of his salary is based on his contract, and
that was established when he first got here,”
Tarrer said. “There have been no adjustments to his contract per se.”
This year’s form includes the first year
of Senior Vice President and Provost
Stan Wearden’s salary and total compensation. Wearden’s base salary was
reported at $272,750 with $296,875 in
total compensation.

Included are the total compensations
of former Associate Dean and current
Theatre Department Professor John Green,
$226,820; former Dean of the School of
Liberal Arts and current Associate Chair
of the English and Creative Writing
Department Deborah Holdstein, $197,997;
Dean of the School of Fine and Performing
Arts Onye Ozuzu, $174,312; former Dean
of the School of Fine and Performing Arts
and current Professor in the Humanities,
History and Social Sciences Department
Eliza Nichols, $201,046; Special
Counsel of Labor Relations Terence
Smith, $228,246; and former Academic
Dean of the College and current Theatre
Department Professor Caroline
Latta, $207,666.
Former employees whose total compensation are listed on the form include former Vice
President of Student Affairs Mark Kelly—
who left the college in July 2016 and was compensated through Aug. 6, 2016—$223,579;
former Chief of Staff Dayle Matchett—who
left the college in November 2016—$188,469.
Total compensation includes base salaries, bonuses, benefits and other reportable compensation and is recorded by
fiscal year.
Kim was the only administrator to report
a bonus, $40,000, which is double his bonus
for the previous year. The college also spent
less on administrative salaries, reporting
$112,630,923 in expenses for FY15, compared to $127,543,366 reported for the
previous year.

revenue, as reported Oct. 10, 2016, by
The Chronicle.
Wolf said the endowment can be used at
the board’s discretion.
“Our endowment is kind of an unrestricted endowment,” Wolf said. “The board
can use it for whatever it chooses to use it
for. We don’t have to say, ‘There’s $2 million
in funds every year that has to be used for
this professorship or to fund that specific
program.’ There’s not a lot of strings attached
to the way the board can use that money.”
The college’s current endowment has
grown over past years and is performing
well, Wolf said. According to Wolf, the
college’s endowment in 2008 during the
country’s financial crisis was about $80
million–$90 million, but it has increased
by 14 percent and currently stands at about
$175 million.
“The school’s done a great job of managing its balance feed,” Wolf said. “[The
college is] really doing a good job from my
perspective in trying to do all we can to balance the goals of the school and doing things
like building the new theater building,

building out 1104 [S. Wabash Ave.],
investing back in the school with the
decline in revenue from the decline in
enrollment ... and I think we’re starting to have some real success.”
Even though the college is facing
enrollment challenges and it will take time
to recover, Tarrer said the college is working to improve the situation.
“Overall, the college is pretty solid, and
even though we have these challenges,
these are not unique to Columbia,” Tarrer
said. “Across higher education, there are
some real challenges. Relatively speaking,
Columbia is on sound footing, although we
have to be diligent, and we have to continue
our efforts to strengthen the college.”

Endowment:

FY14:

$131,641,189

FY15:

$141,980,157
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THE FASHION INDUSTRY is all about
beauty, but its effect on the environment is anything but, according to fashion industry experts.
Eco Fabric Seminar, held by the
Fashion Studies Department on
Nov. 28, featured industry professionals speaking about the importance of using recyclable materials

to minimize the environmental
impact from the industry.
Students listened and asked
panelists from three companies—
Thread International, Brentano
Fabrics and Repreve—about all
their eco-fabric solutions.
Organized by Allison Leahy,
practitioner-in-residence in the
Fashion Studies Department,
the event was held in the 1104
S. Wabash Ave. Building. Leahy

Ian Rosenberger, founder and CEO of Thread International, uses his company to
provide jobs in Haiti cleaning up plastic on beaches, which is then used to make
fabric for clothing.

said she organized the event
because there was a lot of passion
and interest from students in her
classes about sustainability in the
fashion industry.
“If you’re gonna go out into the
world, make money, get a career
and get into fashion, you realize
there’s a really ugly side of our
industry,” Leahy said. “Students
want to be a part of the side that
makes the world better.”
Jimmy Barnhardt, brand sales
manager for Repreve, said his
company turns plastic bottles into
eco-friendly fabric ingredients for
designers. Only 32 percent of plastic bottles in the U.S. are recycled,
he said, a pale comparison to countries such as Japan, which recycles
about 83 percent.
Iris Wang, founder and design
director of Brentano Fabrics, said
she released the company’s first
eco-friendly product in 2008.
“We advocate to bring consciousness to our customer, or

INVITES YOU
AND A GUEST
TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE
SCREENING
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 6
7:00PM
FOR TICKETS, GO TO
FOXSEARCHLIGHT
SCREENINGS.COM
AND ENTER THE RSVP
CODE: CCSOW

A GUILLERMO

DIRECTED BY

DEL TORO FILM

SCREENPY BY

STORY BY

GUILLERMO DEL TORO GUILLERMO DEL TORO & VANESSA TAYLOR GUILLERMO DEL TORO

THIS FILM HAS BEEN RATED R.
PLEASE NOTE: Passes received through this promotion do not guarantee
you a seat at the theater. Seating is on a first come, first served basis,
except for members of the reviewing press. Theater is overbooked to
ensure a full house. No admittance once screening has begun. All federal,
state, and local regulations apply. A recipient of tickets assumes any and
all risks related to use of ticket, and accepts any restrictions required by
ticket provider. Fox Searchlight Pictures, Chicago Tribune, and their affiliates
accept no responsibility or liability in connection with any loss or accident
injured in connection of a prize. Tickets cannot be exchanged, transferred,
or redeemed for cash, in whole or in part. We are not responsible if, for any
reason, recipient is unable to use his/her ticket in whole or in part. All federal
and local taxes are the responsibility of the winner. Void where prohibited
by law. No purchase necessary. Participating sponsors, their employees
and family members and their agencies are not eligible. NO PHONE CALLS!
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anybody who [comes into] contact
with us, [for them] to know that it’s
important to protect the environment,” Wang said.
Ian Rosenberger, founder and
CEO of Thread International, said
he started his company in 2010
when an earthquake struck and
destroyed industries in Haiti.
Thread International employs
people in Haiti to clean up plastic
garbage for their fabrics, which
then provides job opportunities.
It is important for fashion designers and students to know where
their products are coming from,
he added.
“If you can figure out how to
give that product soul—and soul
comes from trust and authenticity with the person that’s wearing
it—you’re going to make something
worth something for people,”
Rosenberger said. “If you can help
someone along the way, then it’s a
double win.”
Leahy said students left with
a greater understanding about
where materials and fabrics come
from and what companies can do
to make a change.

Iris Wang, founder and design director
for Brentano Fabrics, released ecofriendly interior textile products.

“It isn’t just about the price
of the product in the store, but
where it originates from,” Leahy
said. “I think it’s an awakening to
see three great examples of companies that really care about
[sustainability].”
Leahy said she hopes students have an increased
awareness of the importance
of eco-friendly materials and
the fashion industry’s environmental impact.
“We can’t turn a blind eye,”
Leahy said. “We have to be
aware of and help make [a]
difference the best we can.”
tbrubaker@columbiachronicle.com

Students learn about eco-friendly
fashion solutions

campus
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Sound and perception in video games are explored with new exhibit » Page 18

Chicagoan serves cannabis
as conversation changer

» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
GROWING UP IN Chicago, Manny Mendoza
had two primary interests: smoking pot
and cooking.
After recreational marijuana became
legal in California in November 2016,
Mendoza moved to San Diego, combined
his two interests and created Herbal Notes,
a supper club that serves cannabis-infused
food around the country.
Mendoza said he hopes the supper club
will shine a light on the benefits of marijuana and educate consumers while they
enjoy a cannabis-infused meal and cocktails. The guests vary according to the state
and its laws, he said.
After the Illinois Department of Public
Health passed the Medical Cannabis Pilot
Program, which allows qualifying patients

to use medical marijuana, in August 2013,
Mendoza decided to bring Herbal Notes to
his hometown of Chicago. On Dec. 4, Herbal
Notes will be serving a six-course, cannabis-infused meal to patients approved for
medical marijuana usage.
The Chicago restaurant pop-up will also
feature an entrée by Chef Daniel Espinoza
from Lobo Rey, 1307 S. Wabash Ave., who
will be serving cannabis-infused bone
marrow tamales as one of the six courses.
The dinner will educate patients about
the benefits of marijuana both for patients
and the city, as well as ways it can be incorporated in food, according to Mendoza.
“It is hard to make a well-informed decision if you’re not informed or were misled
for years and don’t know anything about
the plant,” Mendoza said. “We can explain
how this plant can be used as a medicine
to enrich and enlighten [people’s] lives.”

Mendoza declined to share the meal’s
location for privacy.
Also looking to promote marijuana’s
benefits, Louis Silverstein, former distinguished professor in the Humanities,
History and Social Sciences Department,
wrote “Deep Spirit & Great Heart: Living
In Marijuana Consciousness” in 2002. The
book was written to inform the public about
what marijuana is and can do, according
to Silverstein.
“Marijuana has been used many years
in our culture for medicinal purposes,”
Silverstein said. “It can take one’s consciousness away from pain, and when you
remove consciousness from pain, it allows
healing to occur.”
Silverstein said marijuana is also used
to treat those who have experienced
emotional trauma, such as rape victims
or soldiers coming back from war with
post-traumatic stress disorder. He said
the drug helps the victims forget those
negative experiences.
Beatriz Carlini, a senior research scientist at the Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Institute and associate professor at the

School of Public Health at the University
of Washington, said the use of marijuana is
different for everyone, and it affects people
differently based on demographics.
“We don’t need to have a positive or
negative conversation about cannabis,”
Carlini said. “We need to have a realistic
conversation that encompasses the good
and bad aspects of using cannabis.”
Legalizing marijuana benefits everyone
because the taxation generates revenue
that can be used to fund city projects and
after-school programs for Chicago Public
Schools, Mendoza said.
Mendoza said he educates his guests at
Herbal Notes in hopes of changing the
stigma around the drug.
“We want to bring in education,
wellness, social responsibility [and]
tie all of that into the way we bring up
and have a dialogue about cannabis,”
Mendoza said. “The cannabis is used
almost like a glue to bind everybody
together and have them vibing at the
same wavelength so that they’re all in
tune and engaging [with] each other in
a deeper way.”
kvilliesse@columbiachronicle.com

arts culture

» PHOTOS COURTESY FIELD GUIDE

Herbal Notes is a supper club that serves
cannabis-infused meals to educate the
public on the benefits of marijuana.
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Tuesday, Dec. 5
BARRY MANILOW
Allstate Arena
6920 Mannheim Road, Rosemont
7:30 p.m.
$19.75+

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
MANAGING EDITOR

Grammy nominees show
improvement in award diversity

S

offered online voting capabilities and
the Grammys’ online platform was also
revamped, allowing more accessibility for
the current 13,000 members to cast their
votes while also facilitating the application process to become voting members.
Music journalist Micah Singleton
wrote in a Nov. 28 The Verge article: “If
you’re a touring artist or a successful
producer or songwriter, chances are
you aren’t sitting at home waiting for a
ballot to come in the mail, which is how
the Grammys have been run up until
this year. Now that more people have
the ability to vote, we see the results: a
far more diverse field, especially in the
top categories.”
Although Portnow previously defended
the voting members, he told Billboard
Nov. 28 that he was impressed by the
nominations, partially due to efforts to
diversify voting membership. He said
they were “a wonderful reflection on [his]
organization and how relevant, and in
touch and savvy our voting members are.”
The diversification of Grammy nominees is long overdue, and it is about time
minority artists receive the recognition
they deserve. Although many white
artists have produced award-worthy
music, minority artists have stacked
up with their own music and unfortunately not seen the warranted appreciation. This year’s diversity and new
voting efforts have the power to pave
the way for greater representation in
award categories. It is important that
efforts continue to diversify awards
ceremonies and the music industry as
a whole.
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Tuesday, Dec. 5

PENTATONIX

JAY Z

Chicago Theatre
175 N. State St.
7 p.m.
$175+

United Center
1901 W. Madison St.
8 p.m.
$74.30+

Tuesday, Dec. 5

aportalatin@columbiachronicle.com

ince the Grammys’ Album of the
Year award was first offered, 10 black
artists have won the award: Stevie
Wonder in 1974, 1975 and 1977; Michael
Jackson in 1984; Lionel Richie in 1985;
Quincy Jones in 1991; Natalie Cole in 1992;
Whitney Houston in 1994; Lauryn Hill
in 1999; Outkast in 2004; Ray Charles in
2005; and Herbie Hancock in 2008. The
problem with this number is that it has
been 58 years since the award was created
in 1959, and the black winners can be
counted on both hands. But we are finally
seeing progress.
The 2018 Grammy nominations were
announced Nov. 28, and for the first time,
no white men were nominated for the
Album of the Year award. The nominees
include Childish Gambino, Jay-Z, Kendrick
Lamar, Bruno Mars and Lorde, the only
white female artist. The Record of the
Year award shares the same progress,
with Justin Bieber the only white artist
nominated for his feature credit on Luis
Fonsi and Daddy Yankee’s “Despacito.” The
song also marks the first time a Spanishlanguage song has been nominated for both
Record and Song of the Year.
This is a huge step forward for an awards
ceremony that has been criticized for racial
bias and ignoring minority artists.
After artist Adele said she could not
accept her Album of the Year award
over Beyoncé during the February 2017
ceremony, there was an uproar over how
the winners are selected. In response,
Recording Academy president and CEO
Neil Portnow said the 14,000 voting members of the “almost put a blindfold on” when
they listen to the nominated albums, but
many critics were unconvinced. We are all
aware of Beyoncé’s popularity and influence as an artist, but after being nominated
for Album of the Year four times, she has
yet to win the prestiguous award.
People outside the Recording Academy
have long recognized the diversity shortfall, but Portnow is just now catching up.
The diversity can mostly be attributed
to recent changes in the voting process.
This is the first year the academy has

Monday, Dec. 4

Friday, Dec. 8

KELLY CLARKSON

STEEL PANTHER

Rosemont Theatre
5400 N. River Road, Rosemont
7:30 p.m.
$43+

House of Blues Chicago
329 N. Dearborn St.
8:30 p.m.
$32.50

FROM THE FRONT ROW

Josh Kiszka, lead singer of Michigan-based
rock band Greta Van Fleet, performed at Lincoln Hall, 2424 N. Lincoln Ave.,Nov. 30.

» MONICA WESTLAKE/CHRONICLE
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» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
WHEN CHRISTENA GUNTHER moved
to Chicago from New York City in
2012, she was distressed by the
city’s lack of access to cultural
spaces for people with disabilities.
The issue had been her passion
since childhood, and she had
worked on it for the Metropolitan
Museum and Lincoln Center.
So in April 2013, she founded
the Chicago Cultural Accessibility
Consortium to work with local
cultural institutions to promote
accessibility. In the years since,
Gunther said, some larger organizations have improved access.
For example, the Goodman
Theatre, 170 N. Dearborn St., now
offers American Sign Language
interpretation, live captioning and
listening devices, Gunther noted.
“Since coming here in 2012, I’ve
seen positive changes for people
with disabilities in museums and
theaters across Chicago,” she said.

“But there’s still a lot of work that
needs to be done to make sure that
every visitor feels welcome.”
The progress is not limited to
theaters. The Field Museum of
Natural History, 1400 S. Lake
Shore Drive, began Accessibility
Days at the Crown Family PlayLab,
a hands-on science exhibit at the
museum, last year.
Since then, the exhibit expanded
into an initiative called Field
For All that spawned a phone
app, “Field Museum: Inclusion &
Accessibility Tools,” which allows
visitors to plan their trip based on
their accessibility needs, according to the app page.
“There were barriers preventing people from accessing the
[museum] resources,” said Alyssa
Harsha, early childhood learning
experiences coordinator at the
Field Museum. “Being introspective led us to start thinking about
ways we could [be] more inclusive.”
PlayLab Accessibility Days
are reserved, 45-minute Tuesday

sessions closed to the general
public. The Field Museum tailors
the PlayLab, which is typically
intended for children, to groups
that reserve the space. Lighting
and sound sensory adjustments
can be made, and adult chairs can
be provided if a group needs them,
Harhsa said.
The PlayLab is also open to
families of children with sensory
needs for “Sensory Saturdays.”
Advance registration for Sensory
Saturdays and Accessibility Days
is required.
Chicago Dancemakers Forum,
which advocates for accessibility
and inclusion in dance, will host
“Innovation in Chicago Dance and
Disability,” Jan. 18, 2018, at the
University of Illinois at Chicago
Department of Disability and
Human Development building,
1640 W. Roosevelt Road. The discussion will encourage collaborations “between dancemakers with
and without disabilities,” according to the event page.

DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

The Field Museum of Natural History, 1400 S. Lake Shore Drive, has a Field For
All program to promote inclusion across the museum for people with disabilities.

“Disability is an area of interest,
[but] clearly artists with disabilities receive less support [and] are
less visible,” said Ginger Farley,
executive director of Chicago
Dancemakers Forum. “We wanted
to make sure that was part of the
Chicago community.”
The Innovation in Chicago
Dance and Disability discussion
is the first such session hosted by
Chicago Dancemakers Forum, and
Farley said the organization wants
to expand what its sessions cover.

Gunther said Chicago cultural institutions should not see
progress toward inclusion as
simply an obligation, but an
opportunity for growth.
“Access is a journey and not
a destination,” Gunther said.
“It’s not as though you ever
fully achieve accessibility. It’s
always something you’re striving for, and it’s really tailoring
or customizing each program
or exhibition [and] making
sure it works for everybody.”
jsadowski@columbiachronicle.com

Chicago institutions strive for inclusion

» COURTESY THE FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

TICKE
AS LOW TAS
$30 S

$2 Jim Beam
Free Pool !!!

Tue 12/5 - Metal Shop DJ Nick Fury
Sun 12/10 - DJ Chris features Tom Waits
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$1 American Beer
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INFORMATION SESSIONS

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

IMMERSIVE, ONE-SEMESTER PROGRAM
JUNIORS & SENIORS
ALL MAJORS WELCOME

323-960-8020
COLUM.EDU/SEMESTERINLA
@SILA_CCC

TUESDAY, 2/6

WEDNESDAY, 2/7

600 S. Michigan
Room 1301
11:00–12:00pm
4:00–5:00pm

600 S. Michigan
Room 1301
12:30–1:30pm

1104 S. Wabash
Room 402
5:00–6:00pm

THURSDAY, 2/8

FRIDAY, 2/9

600 S. Michigan
Room 1301
3:30–4:30pm

1104 S. Wabash
Room 402
10:30–11:30am

WE ARE NOW ONLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS ONCE PER YEAR.
THE DEADLINE IS MARCH 1ST, 2018 FOR THE SUMMER 2018, FALL 2018, AND SPRING 2019 SEMESTERS.
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goods or services but rather a
matter-of-fact message plastered
across the gallery’s walls in 48
PATRONS AT LOGAN Square’s
different ways: You Are Beautiful.
Galerie F will be confronted by
You Are Beautiful is a project
billboards that are not peddling that has spread its simple, threeword message with
stickers and street art,
recreated by artists
worldwide. These billboards are part of the
project’s fifth exhibit
in collaboration with
Galerie F, 2415 N.
Milwaukee Ave., and
will be on display
Dec. 8–31, according to
Galerie F’s website.
The exhibition features to-scale miniatures of the billboard
Forty-eight miniature You Are Beautiful billboards displayed at Lake
will be on display at Galerie F, 2415 N. Milwaukee Shore Drive’s Oakwood
Ave., Dec. 8–31 in You Are Beautiful’s continued ef- Street exit, which was
fort to spread love for oneself.
originally part of an art
» MIRANDA MANIER
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

feature artists from
a variety of cultural
backgrounds, with
some artists sending
in their contributions
from as far away as
the Netherlands.
“My favorite part is
that all these different artists are adding their voice to the
message,” Hoffman
said. “It’s all very
unique. Any time you
have a collaboration,
the results are something you could have
never predicted.”
The past four
collaborations between You Are aspects [for] their signs,” he
Beautiful and Galerie F featured said. “[There have been] a lot
pieces on 2D mediums, such as the of pleasant surprises.”
famous You Are Beautiful stickers
While the billboard medium
that are posted on many Chicago brings literal dimension to the
street corners, Craven said. The exhibitions, the message is
inclusion of the 3D billboard still simple, Craven explained.
medium was an exciting change
“This is just a reminder
of pace for him, he noted.
of how important it is to be
“Artists I’ve worked with in the good to each other,” he said.
[past] that are strictly 2D have “Be good to yourself, more
gone and created 3D sculptural than anything.”

Calendar of Events
November
27 Monday
Holiday Market
Kickoff!

4

Customer
Appreciation
10% of all music

5
Customer
Appreciation
10% of all
fashion clothing.

11

Cotton Candy!

12
In store karaoke.
Sing a song,
receive a free
prize.

18

Ugly Sweater
Party. 1-4pm

19
Customer
Appreciation 10% Framed Art
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28 Tuesday

Faculty and
Staff Social.
3pm - 7pm

December
29 Wednesday 30 Thursday 1 Friday
Wednesday
Wake-up and
Early Bird Shopping.
Open at 9am!

6
Wednesday
Wake-up and
Early Bird Shopping.
Open at 9am!

13
Wednesday
Wake-up and
Early Bird Shopping.
Open at 9am!

20
Wednesday
Wake-up and
Early Bird Shopping.
Open at 9am!

Sip and Shop.
Open until 7pm.

7
Columbia Cares
Fundraiser
Open until 7pm.

14
Sip and Shop.
Open until 7pm.

Free Gift Wrap

8
Free Gift Bag.
No City Bag Tax!

15
Close Early.
Store Hours:
11am - 2pm

21

22

Last minute
shopping.
Free Gift Wrap.

Last minute
shopping.
Free Gift Wrap.

2 Saturday
Open Saturday!
11am - 4pm.

mmanier@columbiachronicle.com

Art exhibit promotes
better self image

show about street art and graffiti
at the Chicago Cultural Center, 78
E. Washington St., said Matthew
Hoffman, artist and You Are
Beautiful’s founder.
Collaboration with a network of
artists, including street artists, is
central to both Galerie F and You
Are Beautiful’s work, said Billy
Craven, Galerie F’s owner. That
inclination for collaboration and
the reputation billboards have
among street artists are what make
this particular exhibit work so well,
Craven added.
“Billboards are the holy grail of
street art and graffiti,” Craven said.
“Everyone wants to get up on a billboard [and] risk life and limb. This
way is a lot less dangerous.”
Former graffiti writer and
gallery participant Greg Gunter
leaned into the street art theme.
His piece “Graff God” depicts the
Greek god Zeus parting the clouds,
graffiti peeking out behind him.
Hoffman said the exhibit highlights the diversity of the artists.
It will include work from fine
artists as well as street artists.
The exhibit, he said, will also

» PHOTOS COURTESY GALERIE F
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EXTENDED!

weisman.colum.edu

REMAINING
Career Center
618 S. Michigan, First Floor
Monday, Dec. 4 — 4pm
Wednesday, Dec. 6 — 1pm
Thursday, Dec. 7 — 10am

weisman.colum.edu
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“The Ears Have Walls: A Survey of Sound Games,” an interactive
exhibit that explores sounds in video games, was curated by Chaz Evans (pictured)
and Stephan Moore and is on display Dec. 1–Feb. 25, 2018.
» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
IN AN ALL-WHITE apartment
that serves as a gallery space,
artists Chaz Evans and Stephan
Moore set up “Panoramical,” an
immersive musical adventure
video game, to be projected on the

kitchen wall. Framed video game
art showcased in past exhibits
hang above a bed and a pair of
virtual reality goggles is available
for viewers.
“The Ears Have Walls: A Survey
of Sound Games,” running Dec.
1–Feb. 25, 2018, is an interactive
exhibit looking into the world of

sound and perception in video
games. The exhibit is curated by
Evans and Moore, two lecturers
in Northwestern University’s
Communication Department,
and is located at Video Game Art
Gallery—2418 W. Bloomingdale
Ave.—and the Experimental
Sound Studio—5925 N.
Ravenswood Ave.
By examining
video games based
on sound rather
than visuals, the
ex hibit poses
questions that help
game designers and
players develop strategies, according to the
exhibit press release.
Moore said the exhibit was
inspired by the game BlindSide,
an audio-only adventure game.
Moore brought the video game
to Evans because he thought its
subject matter was not getting
proper recognition. They decided
to create an exhibit to shine a light
on this gaming category.
“When we are playing video
games, [we focus on] what is

happening on the screen. We are
looking at things and we are reacting to it,” Moore said. “The sound
comes as a confirmation. In these
games, the sound comes first and
the visuals are antecedent. The
relationship between the sound
and visuals is very different.”
The Experimental Sound
Studio, which was founded and is
owned by Evans, partnered with
the Video Game Art Gallery so
games are on display at both sites.
The name of Evan’s gallery, he
said, pays homage to the idea that
ears understand and can navigate
space like vision can.
The exhibit’s games include
“Oikospiel Book #1,” an adventure video game, and “PaRappa
the Rapper,” a rhythmic game.
The space at both galleries has
been subdivided into tiny rooms
equipped with headphones to add
to the gaming experience.
Ryan Packard, marketing
director and graphic designer for
Experimental Sound Studio, said
he did not grow up playing video
games like his peers. But, video
games’ interactive nature is an

intriguing method to explore different thought processes through
art, he added.
“Sound is often a disposable
thing,” Packard said. “Music
doesn’t have much monetary
meaning. In some respects, it
seems like people expect music
to be free. We are using sound as
not being tied to these things.”
Packard also said people should
not consider sound and music as a
form of entertainment but to recognize it as an entity and a way to
share different cultures.
Evans said every exhibit at the
Video Game Art Gallery attempts
to answer questions about how
video game categories function
in different cultural contexts.
“Everything VGA does,
they work to push the profile of under-appreciated or
poorly understood categories
of art-making around video
games and keep putting that
in front of people,” Evans said.
“The idea of highlighting sound
games as a cultural category
is to make sure these things
aren’t isolated.”
kvilliesse@columbiachronicle.com

» PHOTOS KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

Video games: Listen up

ALL SEVEN HARRY POTTER BOOKS
IN SEVENTY HILARIOUS MINUTES!
“SMART, GOOFY,
ZANY FUN FOR
ALL AGES!”

“CASTS THE PERFECT
SPELL OVER THE
AUDIENCE!”

Chicago Sun-Times

The New York Times

1/31/18
t
The perfec
t!
if
G
y
a
d
Holi

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

DECEMBER 13 TO JANUARY 7

TICKETS 800-775-2000 |
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL BROADWAY IN CHICAGO BOX OFFICES
AND TICKETMASTER RETAIL LOCATIONS | Groups 10+ 312-977-1710
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YOU ARE INVITED!

NETWORKING
FOR NONNETWORKERS
MIXER

Mix and mingle with current
students and prominent Columbia
Alumni over warm appetizers,
holiday cookies, and specialty
mocktails. Learn the art of
networking, hear from experts,
practice speed networking and
general industry networking
strategies. Live DJ all night.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 5th
5:30-7:30 pm
LOCATION:
THE ARC AT OLD COLONY, LIBRARY 2ND
FLOOR
37 W VAN BUREN ST.

Co- sponsored by Career Center, Student Organizations and Leadership Residence Life and
Development and Alumni Relations.
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P-Fac strikes, back to bargaining

1
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS EDITOR

2
20 THE CHRONICLE DECEMBER 4, 2017

IN THE MIDST of bargaining over a new union
contract, part-time faculty union members,
joined by students, protested what they
called “bad faith bargaining,” unfair labor
practices and other collective bargaining
complaints by walking out of classes Nov.
29–30 and picketing on Michigan Avenue.
P-Fac President and Adjunct Professor in
the Photography Department Diana Vallera
announced the union’s consensus to strike
was affirmed by an 86.2 percent vote from
P-Fac members in a press release sent to The
Chronicle Nov. 22. The email stated more
members had voted than ever before but did not
disclose what percentage of members voted or
how many adjunct professors are in the union.
Over the two days, union members and
students, who created the OurColumbia
coalition, as reported Nov. 12 by The
Chronicle, donned union red and marched
outside the 600 S. Michigan Ave. Building,
where the provost and president’s offices
are located. The strike received support
from Democratic governor candidates Chris
Kennedy and Daniel Biss, as well as Vice

strike coverage

3

President of the Chicago Teachers Union
Jesse Sharkey.
“I’m happy about the support. I’m not
happy that we are on strike, but honestly,
sometimes you get to the point where this
is what you can do collectively to be heard,”
Vallera said. “I am really pleased that our
members, [86.2] percent [who] voted in favor,
and students are here because we share
some of the same interests. Obviously, we
are here because the quality of the education is going down here at Columbia, and it
affects all of us.”
Vallera said the college should not only
begin to bargain in good faith but also realize
that a great deal can be accomplished if the
two groups work together.
“If you can’t sit down and say, ‘These are
my interests, what are yours, let’s try and
figure out something,’ then it’s a waste of
everyone’s time. That’s why legally it is a
violation if you don’t have [decision-making]
authority,” Vallera said.
Senior Vice President and Provost Stan
Wearden said when the college first started
bargaining with the union this fall, and both
parties had submitted their interest statements, progress in the bargaining slowed.

“We felt that there wasn’t any kind of substantive progress being made,” Wearden
said. “So we came forward with—I don’t
want to call it a comprehensive proposal
because it didn’t cover everything—but a
very thorough and broad proposal, assuming
that they would look it over, would respond
and [they] would counter maybe with a proposal of their own. We didn’t expect that
they would like or accept everything in it.”
Vallera said the proposal was regressive
and stripped many of the rights the union
gained when bargaining over its last contract.
Laurent Pernot, chief of staff and college
bargaining representative, said the administration proposed a 2 percent pay increase
and sought greater flexibility in the way
courses are assigned to adjunct faculty
members, by allowing the administration
to assign courses for less than 10 percent
of classes without seniority.
“What happens now is that we may have
someone who has not taught here before
who may be a great addition to our core of
adjunct faculty,” Pernot said, “but we can’t
give them a class because the system is such
that we can only give them to people who
have been here a long time.”

6

7

Adjunct Professor in the Theatre
Department and P-Fac member Joe Janes
said during the strike that some of the reasons he participated in the two-day strike
was the decrease in courses offered at the
college, an increase in class sizes and a lack
of benefits for part-time faculty members.
“What I hope is that [the college] realizes
we are 70 percent of the faculty; we’re the
product, we’re the reason students come
here and the reason they get a quality
experience, and we’re not feeling valued,”
Janes said.
Pernot said the college would like nothing
more than to sit down with the union and
participate in good faith bargaining.
“This strike is regrettable,” Pernot
said. “We’ve been at the negotiation table,
we hope that the union comes back from
the strike at the negotiation table to help
us resolve this issue. There is no question
that this affects the students and this
affects Columbia as a whole, but these
are important issues. They’re important
issues that we are having a conversation
about in negotiations that help us, we
hope, forge an even stronger and better
quality institution for the future.”
ccarynski@columbiachronicle.com
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1

A crowd of adjunct professors and supporters participated in a strike, coordinated by the part-time faculty union, outside the 600 S. Michigan Ave. Building, on
the demonstration’s second day, Nov. 30.
MACKENZIE CROSSON/CHRONICLE
P-Fac went on strike for two days, Nov. 29–
30, due to union allegations of bad-faith
bargaining and unfair labor practices.
ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
Students also joined a coalition with the
union called OurColumbia.
MONICA WESTLAKE/CHRONICLE
Diana Vallera, P-fac president and adjunct
professor in the Photography Department,
spoke at a press conference with various city
labor leaders.
KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE
Columbia security personnel guarded the
doors to 600 S. Michigan Ave. during the
P-Fac strike Nov. 30.
MACKENZIE CROSSON/CHRONICLE
Chris Kennedy, member of Kennedy family,
backed the union at the strike.
MONICA WESTLAKE/CHRONICLE
Chanting slogans and carrying picket
signs, the union marched outside the provost’s office building from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. for two days.
KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE
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» MIRANDA MANIER
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

T

THE CHRONICLE: Why did you explore
darker emotional themes like isolation
in Popular Manipulations?
ROB GROTE: Personally, a relationship
had ended, and I had a few other forms of loss
happening in life around the time, and also,

a lot of people I knew were going through a
lot of weird things. So it was definitely fresh
on the mind. Another thing that drove a lot of
the theme, too, was we had all talked about
[how] people in this day and age are more
aware of gender roles and dynamics of power
in the world. We started thinking and talking
a lot about popular music [and how] the language in it is very possessive and not what you
would want to guide a relationship.
Why did you combine heavier lyrical
themes with a dynamic, energetic musical sound?
In all of our music, we try and find the little
kernel of truth with the emotion of it. Even
with some of those ideas, we’re always trying
to push things toward a cathartic moment.
That was part of it, and then there’s also [that]
when we play live, we’re a pretty loud band,
and that’s something we didn’t always capture on the recordings. The energy of playing
a show [and] putting that on a record has
always been a weird thing. More than anything, we weren’t thinking about it this time.
We’d thought about it before and grappled
with it, and this time, we just wanted to make
as interesting recordings as we could.

Why did you decide to produce most of
the songs on Popular Manipulations
yourselves?
The original plan was to do the whole [album]
with [producer] John Congleton, who we did
the last record with. So we did 10 days with
him in [Los Angeles]. We were [also] working
on stuff at home a lot.

» COURTESY POONEH GHANA

he Districts’ Popular Manipulations,
released in August, explores isolation and abandonment in mostly
self-produced songs that include emotional vocals paired with powerful, weighty
guitar riffs.
Indie rock band The Districts was formed
in 2009, when its members were still in high
school, and the group has since released
an EP and three full-length albums. The
Districts’ music is at times heavy and sometimes melodic, with lead singer and guitarist
Rob Grote’s voice taking fans with him as he
laments, reflects and—most importantly—
rocks. The Districts will play at The Empty
Bottle, 1035 N. Western Ave., Dec. 9.
The Chronicle spoke to Grote about
the production process, themes featured in Popular Manipulations and his
musical influences.

In the meantime, we were recording a lot of
demos at home with one of our best friends,
Keith, who’s a really good [sound] engineer, [as well as] on our own. Then, we
went into a studio in [Philadelphia] just
because we had been working on stuff
for a while and wanted to change it up.
From that session, we made [the songs]
“Ordinary Day,” “Violet” and “If Before I
Wake” and started “Salt” and one other
that wasn’t on the album. When we finished them, we were like, “We like how
these sound with just us doing it.” It was
a nice confidence boost.
mmanier@columbiachronicle.com

The Districts ‘manipulate’
sound onstage and off

Indie rock band The Districts will perform at 9 p.m.
Dec. 9 at The Empty Bottle, 1035 N. Western Ave.

NOW PLAYING In the mornin’, in the mornin’...

Songs to wake you up and get you out of bed

Listen to all the tracks at http://open.spotify.com/user/thecolumbiachronicle

» SAVANNAH EADENS

» AMELIA DETWILER

METRO REPORTER

“Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go”

Wham!

“Good Morning”

“The Sun”

Portugal. The Man

Singing in the Rain

“Morning Light”

Josh Garrels

“Good Day”

Jukebox the Ghost

Queen

“Morning Song”

The Avett Brothers

» JACKIE MURRAY

Vinyl Pinups
Ezra Vine
Declan McKenna
Jack Johnson
Peter Bjorn and John
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“Waitin’ on a Sunny Day”
“Good Morning”
“These Words”
“Good Day”
“Walking on a Dream”

Milky Chance

“Open Your Eyes”

STRFKR

» JONATHON SADOWSKI

METRO EDITOR

“Celeste”

“Young Folks”

Twin Peaks

Ray Charles

ART DIRECTOR

“Banana Pancakes”

“Making Breakfast”

“Early in the Morning”

Katrina & the Waves

» ZOË HAWORTH

“Brazil”

Peter, Paul and Mary

“Sweet Sun”

The Beatles

“Under Pressure”

“Gold Rays”

“Early in the Morning”

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

“Early in the Morning” James Vincent McMorrow

“Here Comes the Sun”
“Walking on Sunshine”

» SAMANTHA CONRAD

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Bruce Springsteen
Mac Miller
Natasha Bedingfield
Nappy Roots
Empire of the Sun

“Drag My Body”
“Here It Goes Again”
“Good Times Bad Times”
“Sad Sad Situation”
“All of the Lights”

Hot Water Music
OK Go
Led Zeppelin
Bowling for Soup
Kanye West

arts & culture
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Every Rose
has its thorn
» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO EDITOR

I

jmurray@columbiachronicle.com

n an unforeseen but somewhat
expected turn of events, Derrick
Rose is basically dropping out of the
basketball scene.
A long history of injuries plagued
Rose throughout his career and led
to the point guard leaving his current
team, the Cleveland Cavaliers, Nov. 22.
Rose has not played in a game since
Nov. 11 after an Oct. 20 ankle injury, and
at the time of his departure, had missed
12 of the Cavaliers’ 19 games.
But, really, what NBA fan is surprised? Sadly, this has become the same
old story for the former phenom and
hometown hero.
But it was not always this way for
Englewood-born Rose, which makes
the situation so frustrating. He is the
youngest player to win the NBA’s MVP
award for his 2010–2011 season with
the Chicago Bulls at 22. Then injuries to
knees, ankles, ACLs—you name it—got
in the way. He then averaged just 46 of
82 games played over the next five seasons, a stark contrast to how Bulls fans
got used to him playing.
The continuous injuries and frustration over past seasons led Rose to question his desire to continue playing in the
NBA, according to league sources.
Rose, now 29, has to do some soul
searching to figure out what his next
move should be. Of course, all fans
should understand his pursuit of
the best path for his own life, but we
cannot help but wonder what his
career could have been. Just watching
highlight complilations on YouTube
till the end of time will have to satisfy
our speculation.

LANDMARK US
SUPREME COURT
CASES

SONGS FROM
‘CRAZY EXGIRLFRIEND’

RELATABLE KANYE
WEST TWEETS

» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» MIRANDA MANIER
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Marbury v. Madison (1803):

“I’m A Good Person”:

The grandpappy of all landmark U.S. Supreme Court cases, Marbury v. Madison
established judicial review, giving the
Supreme Court the authority to interpret
the Constitution. It all started here with
this true American history classic.

This is a classic “Crazy Ex-Girlfriend”
tune that epitomizes its protagonist,
Rebecca, played by Rachel Bloom. She
sings about what a kind, good person
she is to the tune of a bouncy pop song,
threatening others at knife point to
agree with her throughout.

“Have you ever thought you were in
love with someone but then realized
you were just staring in a mirror for
20 minutes?”:

Gibbons v. Ogden (1824):
This long and arduous case, which began
in New York courts in 1808 before being
appealed to the Supreme Court, saw two
steamboat operators in a dispute over
who had rights to operate on a route
between New Jersey and New York. The
decision established the fed’s right to
regulate interstate commerce.
United States v. Nixon (1974):
Perhaps the ultimate example of checks
and balances, the Supreme Court ordered
former President Richard Nixon to release tapes from a secret Oval Office tape
recorder after he refused to hand them
over on grounds of executive privilege.
Miranda v. Arizona (1966):
Thanks to this landmark case, screenwriters short on dialogue during arrest
scenes were given the gift of a defendant’s Miranda Rights: Everything you
say can and will be used against you in
a court of law, you have the right to an
attorney, and all that good stuff.
Tinker v. Des Moines (1969):
When John and Mary Beth Tinker wore
black armbands to their public school to
protest the Vietnam War, they were suspended. The Supreme Court decided that
public school students’ political speech
is indeed protected by the First Amendment while at school.
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“What’ll It Be?”:

Although this was tweeted in February 2014, it is still relevant. This tweet
perfectly describes your reaction to your
reflection while you wonder why you’re
not a supermodel.

It’s hard to beat actor Santino Fontana
tickling the ivories and singing a ballad
straight off of a Billy Joel album about
feeling stuck in your hometown. This
song shows off Fontana’s range and gives
a glimpse into the psyche of the character, who is lamenting about his lot in life
as a bartender.

“She asked when is fashion week….
uuuum… I thought it was every
week??!!”:

“The Math of Love Triangles”:

“We lookin’ crazy fresh. Where’s
paparazzi when you need em?”:

Rebecca believes she’s trapped in the
middle of a love triangle and imagines
herself as a Marilyn Monroe-type character getting an education on geometry—
despite only being interested in how the
math relates to her love life.
“I Go to the Zoo”:
Scott Michael Foster’s playboy character,
Nathaniel, is seen in a rare vulnerable
moment. In the form of a song that could
easily have been sung by Drake, Nathaniel tries to find solace in a club with beautiful women but decides to do what will
really cheer him up: a trip to the zoo.
“Greg’s Drinking Song”:
Singing in the style of an Irish drinking
song, Greg announces that he is battling
alcoholism and proceeds to reminisce
about all the drunken missteps he has
made, including puking on cats and trying to fly planes.

As a fashion major, this tweet is very relatable to me. Whenever I go to a fashion
class, I always attempt to look 10 times
more stylish than when I am going to
other classes.

This is for when you and your squad are
looking good and need to capture every
second of the evening. Or when you all
want to get a good full-length candid, but
there is no one around to take a photo.
“You have distracted from my creative
process”:
This tweet is relatable when you finally
decide to start your homework that is due
in the morning and your roommate turns
on the TV and starts watching your favorite show on Netflix.
“but I need access to more money in
order to bring more beautiful ideas to
the world.”:
Every college student can relate to this
tweet when they have less than $3 in
their bank account on a Monday and your
next paycheck doesn’t come until Friday.
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MUSIC

VIDEO

VIRAL

RANDOM

LOGAN PAUL’S
‘NO HANDLEBARS’

NETFLIX’S
‘THE PUNISHER’

JUSTIN TRUDEAU’S
APOLOGY TO LGBTQ
COMMUNITY

GRAMMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

» MACKENZIE CROSSON
PHOTO EDITOR

» NOAH KELLY
INTERIM AD & BUSINESS MANAGER

» JAY BERGUIS
COPY EDITOR

» ZOË EITEL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Remember the 2007 hit “Handlebars”
by Flobots? Well, instead of riding a bike
with no handlebars, Logan Paul can
apparently “ride your girl” instead. The
music video, released Nov. 23, shows
him riding a “bike” made out of women’s
bodies, just in case the suggestive lyrics
weren’t enough. Regardless of the imagery, the beat is basic and his sexual innuendos are cringeworthy. Maybe he should
stick to vlogging.

I’m one who is often critical of excessive
violence in a film or television show.
However, I thoroughly enjoyed Marvel’s
“The Punisher,” released on Netflix Nov.
17. What I appreciate about this show
is its willingness to delve into sensitive
topics like post-traumatic stress disorder.
However, this show isn’t perfect, with
ambivalent action sequences that derive
from the plot rather than solidify its
important themes.

Proving once again that he is the apple of
the world’s eye, Canada’s Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau took it upon himself to
apologize for his country’s and the world’s
history of discriminating against the
LGBTQ community. He said, firmly, ”We
were wrong.” This powerful statement
means everything to a community marginalized throughout the world today. We
can only hope that more leaders will follow in his handsome, sensitive footsteps.

The highly anticipated Grammy Award
nominations were finally released Nov.
28 with some highlights and letdowns.
For the first time, no white men are
nominated for Album of the Year. The
only white person nominated is Lorde for
Melodrama. This is an amazing accomplishment after years of award shows
being #SoWhite. However, Harry Styles
was not nominated for an award for his
self-titled solo album, which is a travesty.

MUSIC

VIDEO

VIRAL

RANDOM

PARAMORE’S
‘FAKE HAPPY’

BTS PERFORMANCE
ON ‘ELLEN’

JOSHUA SHORT’S
BLACK FRIDAY
REPORT

YOGA

» ERIN BROWN
PHOTO EDITOR

» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
DIGITAL MANAGING EDITOR

» ALEX SWAN
COPY EDITOR

» SAMANTHA CONRAD
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Paramore’s music video for its song “Fake
Happy,” released Nov. 17, shows how people go through the world every day hiding
how they truly feel. Lead singer Haley
Williams sings at the camera,“I love making you believe what you get is what you
see, but I’m so fake happy.” The faces of
everyone she passes on the street are digitally covered with upside-down smiley
faces. The song is catchy, but it’s also an
important contribution to the discussion
of mental health.

K-pop group BTS finally performed on
Ellen Nov. 27 and proved once again that
this American roadtrip is showing the
group off in the right ways. The group
showcased its new single “Mic Drop
(Remix),” featuring Steve Aoki and rapper
Desiigner, and its hit song “DNA,” which
was also performed at the American Music
Awards. The choreography was on point,
the outfits were even better, and not to
forget, they were adorable. No wonder “Mic
Drop (Remix)” went straight to No. 1.

When my co-workers said there was
a video circulating that featured a
Columbia journalism alumnus flying off
the handle on live TV, I feared the worst.
Fortunately, Joshua Short’s candor seems
to be widely appreciated by the public;
however, I am ultimately disappointed by
it. While I laughed at his blow-up and how
accurate it described the life of a journalist, I also recognized that this can easily
be used by opponents to further discredit
media professionals.

There’s a reason why all the yogis are
trying to get everyone to take yoga: It’s
such a great way to get your body moving.
You’re not flexible? Who cares? Yoga is
a welcoming space, and in classes, you
focus only on yourself. Yoga is the perfect
way to get out of your head and truly get
to know your body. There’s also some
awesome yoga apps that guide beginners
so they can do it at home. Yoga really is for
everyone, and it’s personally changed my
life for the better.
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CHECK
Elizabeth Piskorski
junior education major

» PHOTOS MACKENZIE CROSSON/CHRONICLE

“Fuzzy sweaters. They’re so comfy.”

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
FESTIVE FASHION?

Kendrick Hagwood
junior fashion studies major

“I have this Christmas sweater that I got from
Alaska, and it has three moose on it and they’re
dancing. It’s like my favorite thing in the world.”

Elana Schmidt
junior business and
entreprenuership major
“I have this shirt that my mom bought me from Target three
years ago. It just says ‘Meowy Christmas.’ Sure, it doesn’t
really fit anymore, but it’s fun.”

Ideally located at the heart of
historic Printer’s Row sits Hotel
Blake, a boutique Chicago Hotel.
Whether you visit Chicago for business
or pleasure, Hotel Blake offers upscale
Chicago Accommodations along with
impeccable service.
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When making reservations,
mention the Columbia College
Friends and Family rate for
special discounts and offers.
To Reserve Call: 312.986.1234
Or Visit: www.hotelblake.com
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it to many students’ inboxes. It is
worrisome that some students learn
about nearby crime from local news
before being told by the college.
After the two students were robbed,
Associate Vice President of Campus
Safety and Security Ronald Sodini sent
a campus-wide email acknowledging the
incident, reminding students of basic
safety steps, such as avoiding traveling
alone, and a Dec.1 self-defense seminar.
The administration must take all
necessary steps to communicate with
students after such incidents, and simply
sending an email is not enough. The
college needs to create an open dialogue
on campus to sufficiently address them.
President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim
holds occasional talks with students,
and there are meetings that are depart
ment-specific or focus on single issues
at the college, but students do not have

EDITORIAL
enough opportunities to voice their
fears without the administration com
manding the direction of such events.
If the college hosted regular town
hall meetings with staff, students and
faculty leading the discussion, these
concerns could potentially be dealt with.
With open dialogue, the college can
also discuss collaborating with other
South Loop colleges and universities to
ensure all students are kept safe, even
if they are not on their own college’s
property. Columbia can listen to student
concerns about the security system
and hire well-trained guards who are
adequately compensated for their work.
Fostering such conversations would
inspire greater student involvement
and awareness of resources, creating
a team effort for a safer campus.
Like many problems plaguing the col
lege, safety must be a group initiative. If
students don’t have the ability to express
themselves in a meaningful fashion, the
college will never see needed solutions.

impact on small businesses and individual
users, the greatest information resource
in the country will also be severely dam
aged because of the FCC’s unprecedented
decision to allow companies to completely
block access to content. This means
online-supported social movements
seen in recent years could be stifled.
Recently, the entertainment industry
has been rocked by allegations against
powerful leaders. A push for accountabil
ity in entertainment by celebrities and
the public alike was largely sustained
by the internet and social media, a
platform that has now been used to
promote needed progress. Without net
neutrality, the response to allegations
might not have reached critical mass,
and if Americans had lacked access to
learn about and weigh in on the issues
of sexual harassment and assault,
action might never have been taken.
Black Lives Matter, one of the largest
social movements of this decade, was
born from a hashtag and grew into a
national cause that has influenced the
country’s dialogue around race. With
current internet regulations stripped
away, large companies like AT&T or

EDITORIAL
Comcast that would have control over
internet access will be able to block con
tent they deem inappropriate—or simply
charge users more for access to Twitter,
Facebook and the like, designating
these platforms as ”premium services.”
Unlike other countries with weak or
nonexistent regulations that give equal
internet access, many Americans have a
limited pool of internet service providers
to choose from. That means deregulation
would place the availability of content
into the hands of a few, wealthy corpora
tions that can limit access to information
that is essential to social change and
public participation in our democracy.
Instead of the internet continuing to be
a marketplace of ideas, it will become a
monopoly based on profit with no regard
for the public that uses its services. It
may be hopeless to sway the FCC, given
its ideological bias, but a court fight
is likely to ensue and you can support
the groups waging battle against the
agency. If that doesn’t work, you can
always take your anger to the ballot
box. Americans must use their voices
to reject such a future before there is
another attempt to silence the public.

Open dialogue needed to improve campus safety

T

wo Columbia students became
victims in one of five robberies
in Grant Park in the span of two
weeks on Nov. 22. Just a day earlier, the
intersection of Michigan Avenue and
Congress Parkway was the scene of a
police chase that ended in a crash.
In the last year, Columbia students
have had to confront safety issues
on multiple occasions. In fall 2016, a
string of laptop thefts in campus
buildings had many students looking
over their shoulder while trying to
work. A shooting at the Jackson Red
Line station over the summer was
witnessed by two Chronicle employees,
as reported Sept. 5 by The Chronicle.
Crime reports on or near campus
property were lower in 2016 compared
to previous years. Not including dis
ciplinary action for drug or alcohol
offenses, the college reported 30

incidents on campus and 12 on public
property near campus buildings, accord
ing to the 2017 Annual Security and
Fire Safety Report. In 2014, there were
37 and 25 reports for on-campus and
public property incidents, respectively.
Although the decrease in crime
should bring a sigh of relief, students
still have reason to be concerned about
their safety and to question how the
college will provide a safe environ
ment in light of recent incidents.
To prepare students for navigating
the city, the college’s safety education
during orientation sessions, First
Semester Experience courses or
self-defense workshops tell students
to be aware of their surroundings.
But the college has failed to ensure
students are as aware as possible
when the crime alerts sent out via
email sometimes don’t even make

Net neutrality repeal will
stifle online activism

A

» SAMANTHA CONRAD/CHRONICLE

severe consequence of prioritiz
ing corporate greed over people
is looming over the country.
The Federal Communications
Commission released a proposed rule
change Nov. 21 that would end net
neutrality—regulations giving equal
access to the internet—and block state
governments from preserving current
regulations. The FCC will vote on the
proposal Dec.14 and is likely to pass it.
If net neutrality is repealed, internet
service providers will be free to restrict
users’ access to certain content by

slowing down internet speeds, block
ing specific websites and charging
customers more for certain content.
Much of the outcry has been focused
on either its effect on individual users
or on small businesses that will suffer if
their audience reach is limited because
they cannot pay as much as larger com
panies for “fast lane “ speeds for users.
Although these are serious public
issues, these concerns barely scratch
the surface of the monumental ramifi
cations of unregulated internet service.
If net neutrality is dismantled, the
modern method of
bringing awareness
to and advocating for
societal change will
be greatly disrupted.
This repeal will
sentence Americans
to a future of isola
tion. Along with the
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Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
have strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear
from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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Columbia strike insider—a bigger story
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

I

1. What percentage of the
membership is required to
constitute a valid vote
2. What percentage of a vote is

Ergo, the way the rules are written,
all it would take is one member to
unilaterally declare a strike. I’m still
trying to work out if this is even legal.
I spent hours on the phone yesterday
[Nov. 29] with various state and federal
agencies that could not come up with
definitive answers. If you are confused
by this, imagine how the union members
struggling to know our rights must feel.
What is more troubling? In the bylaws,
it states union members will be allowed
to vote anonymously. However, my
ballot required me to state my name and
department affiliation before I could
cast my vote. This is a not-so-subtle
intimidation tactic and a violation of
union bylaws as they are written. I have
heard about part-time faculty union
[members] who did not vote—I hesitated
myself—out of fear of reprisal or penalty.
Now a few additional insights:
1. The strike was called for a
very specific time: Wednesday
and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. In other words, teachers who
taught on other days of the week
or at night were not expected to
strike. The college rightfully made
clear it would not be required to pay
faculty who did not teach during the
specified times—as we are not currently under enforceable contract.
Therefore, teachers who taught
during “strike time” risked loss
of pay while other members of
the union did not. It is ironic—or
maybe not—that our fearless
union leader Diana Vallera, [P-Fac
president and adjunct professor
in the Photography Department],
does not teach on Wednesday or
Thursday. You might also like to ask
her for her expense report; I hear
her dog walker is very well paid.
2. Columbia is preparing for re-accreditation. Several months ago, it
requested copies of degrees, CVs and
other relevant teaching credentials
in anticipation of the process. We
were sent explicit instructions from
the union not to comply with this
request because the school essentially

has no right to demand them.
This was incredibly wrong information that caused real harm to
some faculty members who were not
assigned classes for failure to comply.
Employers have the right to request
such information. I am personally
on faculty at three schools and have
had the same request from all at one
time or another. This is good counsel
from those meant to represent us?
At this point, you might be asking
why a union has been able to get away
with so much. The bottom line is that
those of us who truly care about our
students are more consumed with
our teaching responsibilities than the
mundane nature of administrative
issues and would prefer to focus on
our teaching and the needs of our
students. We are involved now.
Make no mistake; although our
current union leadership has managed
to convince some of the students that

Name of faculty member
withheld by editor
Letter has been edited for clarity and
Chronicle standards.

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

am a part-time faculty member
of Columbia College writing you
under condition of anonymity. I
am not only a member of the part-time
faculty of Columbia of 20 years, I am
also an alumni who went on to receive
graduate degrees in science and law.
Regarding your [Nov. 21] report about
the Columbia part-time faculty strike
today [Nov. 30], I wish to enlighten you
to a few essential additional facts.
Our “union” disengaged from the
larger state educator’s union IEANEA in 2015, much to the chagrin of
many members like myself who teach
at multiple institutions and are now
forced to pay dues to more than one
union. However, this disaffiliation also
created a nefarious dark space with a
complete lack of transparency regarding
governance and union member rights.
The main complaint of the current
union as quoted in your article states,
“Union officials said the proposed contract also strips a long-standing seniority system over class assignments.”
This “seniority” system is based solely
on the number of hours taught and
nothing else. In other words, it has all
the trappings of the worst case scenario
that tenure might: The one instructor
teaching the same canned lecture for 30
straight years. This is not a merit-based
system. It does not take into account
student input, peer review, publication,
degrees earned or professional achievement. Instead, it asks how many hours
one has on the clock. If this isn’t a disservice to students, I don’t know what is.
Education is not static. It evolves and
moves with the times; ergo, the number
of hours on a clock alone do not reflect
the quality of instruction an individual
is capable of providing. The college is
asking more; it is its right to do so, and
quite frankly, our students deserve more.
[P-Fac correspondance] cites the
strike was “supported by 88 percent
of the union’s faculty.” However, the
bylaws do not state any of the following:

required to affirm a strike action
3. What requirements, if any,
are required to lodge a vote

they are fighting for student rights,
diversity and a number of other unrelated issues—strategically designed to
rile students—the last time I checked,
teacher contracts have nothing to do
with tuition costs, student services or
really anything other than the terms
under which teachers will be employed.
Who is left to suffer in all of this?
First, and most tragically, the students, then the union members, who
are supposed to be protected, and the
institution of Columbia. Most of my
colleagues crossed the strike line and
taught classes today [Nov. 30], and
to my best knowledge, only one math
class was canceled. I have heard similar reports from other departments.
It is diabolical that students were
asked to join a strike and give up days
of learning for a part-time faculty
contract fight. It was not only unprofessional, it was downright deceptive
and theft of their tuition money.

chronicle.colum.edu

In response to part-time faculty union strike:

P-Fac members and supporters marched in protest outside the 600 S. Michigan Ave. Building Nov. 29–30.
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TV travel guide Rick Steves advocates legalized recreational marijuana » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Metro
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CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY will raise fares
starting January 2018 for the first time in
nine years.
CTA’s 2018 budget lost $33 million in
state funding, and as a result, base fares will
increase by 25 cents per ride and $5 for the
30-day unlimited ride pass. Card fares will
rise to $2.25 for bus riders, $2.50 for train
riders and to $105 for a monthly Ventra pass,
according to a Nov. 21 CTA press release.
The state funding cut forced the fare
increase, said Jon Kaplan, CTA’s media
representative, adding that CTA has maintained its current fare levels longer than any
other U.S. transit agency.
“[CTA] tried to be as fair and cognizant
of people’s budgets as possible [and not
cut] services because we know commuters, including college students, rely on our
service,” Kaplan said.
Kaplan said the CTA will continue to provide the same level of train and bus service
that customers depend on.
“We didn’t want to make any cuts, and
we also wanted to continue our modernization of the tracks and stations,” Kaplan
said. “Both are important priorities to CTA
and to the city.”

But with reduced state funding and competition from ride-share services like Uber
and Lyft, CTA had no other choice but to deal
with the consequences of a fare increase,
said Joe Schwieterman, a transportation
professor at DePaul University School of
Public Service. It is better than a large budget gap, he added.
Kyle Whitehead, government relations
director for Active Transportation Alliance,
said without more public investment in the
CTA, the rise in fares will only “plug the
hole temporarily” and will not be a sustainable solution to the problem. Chicago-area
families spend 40 percent or more of their
income on housing or transportation in a
year, Whitehead added.
“Any increasing cost places an additional
burden especially on middle- and lower-income people, students and families,”
Whitehead said.
Schwieterman said he predicts CTA will
lose about 3–4 percent of ridership following
the increase in fares.
“Students will probably be affected more
than others because of their heavy use of
transit,” Schwieterman said. “For normal
commuters, CTA is a real bargain, but for
students who make a lot of non-work trips,
that adds up. They are more price sensitive
to start out with.”

The CTA fare hike could affect the amount students pay for their U-Pass Ventra cards, which they often
use to access the city from the Harrison Red Line on campus.

Costs are reduced for holders of a Ventra
U-Pass, for which full-time Columbia students pay a $132 per semester required fee
and are given unlimited access to CTA services throughout fall and spring semesters.
However, the U-Pass is deactivated during
J-Term for all students and summer break
for all students except those enrolled fulltime during the summer semester. Parttime students with fewer than 12 semester
credit hours are not eligible for the pass.
Kaplan said CTA negotiates a contract
with college institutions like Columbia to
determine the price of the U-Pass, which
has stayed at $132 per semester for the last

four semesters. Kaplan said he does not
know if the U-Pass will see an increase next
year as well.
Analisa Trofimuk, a senior multimedia
journalism major, commutes to downtown from Tinley Park, a south suburb,
three times a week using Metra Rail
Services but still uses the U-Pass about
three times a week.
“College students are already scrapping for money, especially at a private
institution,” she said. “We want to save
money any way we can. I don’t want to
put my change towards a pass that I am
already paying for in my tuition.”
seadens@columbiachronicle.com

» SAVANNAH EADENS

» PHOTOS MONICA WESTLAKE/CHRONICLE

CTA raises fares for 2018,
cites state budget cuts

CTA riders will see a 25 cent increase per ride and a $5 increase for the monthly passes starting January 2018. It is unclear whether the cost of Columbia’s Ventra U-Pass will increase for the Fall 2018 Semester.
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» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO EDITOR
RECALLING A TIME when the paychecks she was receiving from her
job were zero dollars, Communication and Media Innovation 2017
alumna Alejandra Rodriguez said
she had to make a living from the
tips she did not have to report.
A then-undocumented immigrant who came to the U.S. with
her parents from Aguascalientes,
Mexico, when she was 6 years old,
she did not have a valid social security card and feared to report the
work-related wrongdoings because
she needed the job to pay for her
classes at Richard J. Daley College
and could not receive financial aid.
“My checks were literally always
zero [dollars],” Rodriguez, now a
high school representative for
the Illinois Institute of Art, said.
“Even if I did the math where it had

to add up to at least making minimum wage, I wasn’t making that.
There was always 15–20 percent
missing from at least meeting that
minimum-wage mark.”
When she became a naturalized citizen by marrying her husband, she realized how different
her work life became and grew
aware of the injustices employers
are committing toward undocumented immigrants, especially
when comparing wages between
documented and undocumented
co-workers, she explained.
“Being able to experience both
sides [of immigrant status] makes

you grow as a person because you
get to understand how hard it is to
be undocumented because you lived
through it,” Rodriguez said. “If you
have the opportunity to adjust your
status, you’ll see the big difference.”
One in seven Illinois residents
is an immigrant, 48 percent being
naturalized as of 2015, and one in
six workers is an immigrant, representing more than 20 percent of
Chicagoland’s business owners,
according to an Oct. 4 American
Immigration Council report.
“If you earn minimum wage and
part of that wage is stolen, there is
no chance you are going to make a
living,” said Jorge Mujica, strategic campaign organizer for Arise
Chicago, an organization that
fights workplace injustice. “So you
live in a poor neighborhood [with]
poor schools, poor education, poor

» INFORMATION COURTESY AMERICAN IMMIGRATION COUNCIL
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transportation [and] decaying
buildings. It’s an eternal cycle.”
The study shows 24 percent of
Illinois’ immigrant population,
450,000, is undocumented—3.5
percent of the state’s total population. Undocumented immigrants
often think they do not have rights,
Mujica said, especially when confronting workplace injustice.
In small businesses, such as car
washes, Mujica said immigrant
workers often do not receive their
full paycheck, and when a worker is
not paid properly, it is hard to break
out of the poverty cycle. Organized
labor unions are the best method
to address these issues, he said.
Finding communities within
the workplace is important
because a lot of work that immigrant workers do is isolated, said
Xanat Sobrevilla, immigration

organizer for the Latino Union
of Chicago. Jobs in childcare and
house cleaning tend to not foster
relationships between co-workers,
Sobrevilla said, noting that LUC
serves as a space for these workers
to come together.
The labor that many immigrant
workers perform is often minimized, despite how important it
is, she added.
“They’re in our homes—are caretakers for our elders and children.
They help clean our homes [and]
help with construction,” Sobrevilla
said. “They’re integral to the
function of our society.”
The industries that employ
most Illinois immigrants are
manufacturing, health care and
social assistance, accommodation and food services, and retail
trade, according to the report.

SEE WORKERS, PAGE 39

Immigrant workers play
important role in Illinois

» AMELIA DETWILER/CHRONICLE
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» BLAISE MESA
METRO REPORTER
WITH A NEW United Soccer League
stadium scheduled to arrive on
Chicago’s North Side in 2020, fans
and urban planning experts are
still unsure it can survive.
The USL is a minor league of
teams below Major League Soccer.
The stadium is being developed by
Sterling Bay, a Chicago real estate
company, which will also own the
stadium’s team; however, the company still does not have a team for
the location. The stadium will have
20,000 seats and a retractable roof
for year-round events.
The stadium is part of the
70-acre Lincoln Yards development project and has been linked
to Chicago’s bid to house Amazon’s
second headquarters.
“If the financials for this stadium are based on selling 20,000

seats for every soccer game, that’s a
problem,” said Joshua Drucker, an
associate professor in the Urban
Planning and Policy Department
at University of Illinois at Chicago.
The USL surpassed more than
two million fans league-wide in
2016 attendance; however, ESPN
alone drew 6.9 million viewers for
the first round of the 2017 NFL
draft, according to an April 28
press release from ESPN.

» PATRICK CASEY/CHRONICLE

“Chicago barely supports the
[Chicago] Fire [Soccer club] as
is. There isn’t going to be a lot of
support to fill a minor league soccer stadium,” said Christopher
Sampson, 28, technical support for
a health insurance company from
Matteson, Illinois, who has been
watching the Fire since it came
to Chicago in the inaugural 1998
season. “I don’t see the stadium
being worth the money.”
The Fire—the city’s MLS
team—ranked 18th of 22 teams in
fan attendance during the 2017
season. Since the team moved to
the southwest Bridgeview suburb, its attendance has dropped,

according to the MLS website on
all-time attendance.
From 1998–2005, the Fire
played a majority of its home
games at Soldier Field, and was
able to average 17,000 spectators
or more a game in three seasons.
Since moving to Toyota Park in
2005, the team has only been able
to hit the 17,000 mark once, during
the 2016 season, according to the
Fire’s attendance website.
“Once the Fire moved out of
downtown to Toyota Park, it got
even more difficult to support a
local club in the city,” said Mark
Biery, 34, from Lakeview and
owner of social sport league LTS
Chicago. This new
stadium and team
will fill the soccer
void the city has been
missing, he added.
The stadium is also
expected to host other
events such as concerts, rugby games
and lacrosse matches.
With concerts and
other smaller sporting events in the

stadium, it could be successful,
said Julie Lewis, 55, rebate analyst
for truck parts distributor Vipar
Heavy Duty in Lake in the Hills,
Illinois, who has been watching
the Fire with her children for
years. The Sears Center, which
only has one concert in the next
four months, has had trouble filling
seats by booking semi-professional
sports teams there, she added.
The new stadium would join
Wrigley Field as the only other
stadium on the North Side. With
this location, the stadium will
potentially be in an ideal spot to
capitalize on local traffic, and
the owners need to focus on that,
according to Drucker.
The USL season only has 32
games, half of which are away,
meaning the stadium would
only need to support 16 regular
season games each year.
“There are some stadiums
that have been developed in
other places that sit empty a lot
of the time because they can’t
get events,” Drucker said. “I
don’t know if that is likely in a
downtown site.”
bmesa@columbiachronicle.com

Soccer stadium could
score goal in North Side
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The Harvard
of Comedy

The second floor of Second City’s Training Center boasts new classrooms, the Harold Ramis
Screening room, a soundstage, and ample common space to meet, work, and socialize.

Shows 7 nights a week in our 4 student theaters!

Visit SecondCity.com/tc
or call (312) 664-3959

We offer classes, camps, and immersions for students of all ages. Whether you hope to
become a star on Saturday Night Live or just want to try something new, The Second City
has a class for you. Check out our offerings in improv, acting, writing, music, and more!
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State program trains
police, public on dementia
» SAVANNAH EADENS
METRO REPORTER
SIX IN 10 people with dementia will
wander away from home at some
point in their disease, according to
the Alzheimer’s Association.
Because of this statistic, a new
statewide public awareness campaign called the Silver Search program launched Nov. 1. The program
will be used to train law enforcement agencies across Illinois to
help when someone with dementia
goes missing, according to a Nov. 1
Illinois State Police press release.
“Through that training, [law
enforcement] will know what to
do and that time is of the essence,”
said Craig Burge, the Silver Search
coordinator for the Illinois State
Police. “[Law enforcement will
also learn] how they can retrieve
information from the public to use
that in their investigation of this
missing person.”

The program has been in development since February 2015 when
its legislation, Senate Bill 1836,
was introduced, said Jennifer
Belkov, vice president of Public
Policy for the Illinois Chapter of
Alzheimer’s Association.
Belkov, who helped write the
legislation that passed in August
2015, said there was insufficient
use of technology used for locating missing people with dementia,
and law enforcement was not adequately trained on how to identify,
understand and communicate
with dementia patients.
In addition to the training, information about Silver Search is communicated with billboards, posters
and 9,000 lottery terminals statewide. The program also partners
with the Illinois Broadcaster’s
Association and the Illinois
Department of Transportation to
send out messages when someone

with dementia has gone missing to
inform the public so they can contribute to the search, Burge said.
“With the ability to get information out to the public, we feel like
they can be our eyes and ears to
help find these missing persons,”
Burge said.
It is important for the public to
know how to recognize that someone wandering as a symptom of
dementia is not part of a typical
aging process, said Karen Lowe
Graham, community relations
manager for Rush Alzheimer’s
Disease Center.
“If you see someone who is 85
years old wandering around in 20
degree weather, that is not normal,” Lowe Graham said.
It can be especially difficult for
law enforcement to help someone with dementia because they
become confused, agitated or
scared due to the cognitive impairment, Belkov said.
Law enforcement need to differentiate dementia from mental
illness or intoxication, she added,
because there are 220,000 people
in Illinois living with dementia.

$5 OFF A D M I S S I O N
with t h i s A D
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Carmen Burns is a caregiver
for her mother who was diagnosed with frontotemporal
dementia in 2014. She runs a
Facebook page with 750 followers called “Dementia Through My
Daughter’s Eyes,” which chronicles her journey with her mother
who lives in in a suburb of Toronto.

Since her diagnosis, Burns’
mother’s judgment and communication have been impaired,
and though she has never wandered away from home, Burns
said it could happen. She said
caregivers need to be proactive
in preventing their loved ones
from wandering.

» INFO COURTESY ALZHEIMER’S ASSOCIATION
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The Columbia Chronicle
is now hiring for Spring 2018

JOIN
OUR
TEAM
Looking for:
-Writers, editors, graphic designers, photographers,
videographers, marketing consultants
With:
-Strong time management, communication, organization skills
-Ability to work in team environment
-Interest in producing a news publication
Apply now at ColumbiaChronicle.com
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“When my mother was moved
out of her home, we immediately
went to the local police station
and provided them with her information so they have that on file,”
Burns said. “I think it is important
that they wear medical alert bracelets, and police officers should look
for that.”
In order to recognize someone
with dementia, law enforcement
should look for a vacant look in
their eyes, confusion or fidgeting,
Burns said.
It is also important police know
how to communicate with dementia patients because it is difficult
to persuade someone with
dementia, she added.
“Some of our most vulnerable population are our
elderly, and our biggest risk
could possibly be those with
dementia, so we want to make
sure that we have the tools
necessary to return someone’s grandmother, mother
or great-grandparent home,”
Burge said.
seadens@columbiachronicle.com

Immigrants’ work is “indispensable” for particular industries,
such as hospitality, restaurants
and small businesses in Chicago,
Mujica said.
To help solve issues posed to
immigrant workers, Arise Chicago
is promoting the implementation
of a Chicago Department of Labor,
Mujica said. This is necessary so
the city can have an enforcing
mechanism to make sure minimum wage is being given to every
worker, especially those who are
not currently receiving it, he said.
To advance better work environments for immigrants in the state,
Sobrevilla said there needs
to be support for workers
charging sexual harassment
and gender violence at work.
“[The city needs to] make
sure that they are backed by
an accessible justice system
and also [have] ability to make
sure they are not violated
because they are minorities
or seen as easily exploitable,”
Sobrevilla said.
jmurray@columbiachronicle.com
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Santa and his “Santa’s Express” train rolled from the North Pole into the Adams and Wabash Orange line platform Dec. 1.
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THEFLATS@EASTWEST.EDU

829 S WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60605

(312) 939–0112

STARTING AT

$959
PER MONTHLY
INSTALLMENT

Text us to schedule a
tour today!
Fully furnished 2 & 3 bedroom apartments • All utilities included (Wi-Fi, cable, heat, A/C, electricity) • Free laundry
www.TheFlatsStudentHousing.com

